Good morning (or evening) mom and dad, you know how I don’t have a (gaming) computer to
myself? I will try to convince you to change that. It will help me do work when I need to, it will
make me more able to play with friends, and it will allow me to be more social on different sites.
Now go read.
I can find different ways to make money for myself through creativity. youtube is perfect for this
reason. If I can make youtube videos and get ad revenue, I will make money while doing
something I will love. Sounds cool, right? I won’t just make videos. later when I have the
necessary equipment, I will start live-streaming different games like bomber crew, apex legends,
and Real Time Strategy games. This will boost my income and popularity, as well as fuel my
love for gaming and creativity even more. And while doing all of this, I can play with jamie and
and he could join me while I play games to turn that footage into a video. Me and jamie could
make videos playing games with and against each other. I could appear in his videos as a
special guest and vice versa.
A gaming computer would also increase my work output by a lot, and I mean a lot. Just because
it is called a “gaming” computer doesn’t mean it’s only for gaming. It will pull up pages faster,
allowing me to work more accurately. I can edit the mouse’s speed to move faster or slower,
therefore allowing me to choose what tool I want faster. If you haven’t know about this already, I
will tell you now. I can do much, much more than what i’ve already named. I can make art with
autodesk sketchbook, find job applications when im 16 years old, learn military codes and their
meanings, make music with different apps, and so much more. And i know what you might be
asking, why can’t you use an ipad? Because ours is broken and they are expensive to replace,
plus they do not have the capabilities of a gaming computer. mom’s laptop is mom’s laptop. So
both the ipad and mom’s laptop are out.
Yes, I know it is a very costly choice to go ahead and just buy a gaming computer, so I have some
solutions. I can work construction jobs for our neighbors, do lots of chores, and sell things I don’t
need, for a start. I could also make treats to sell(for example half of a cake for $5, brownies &
cookies for $2, whole cake for 10$, milk shakes for $7, and different items I will eventually learn
to make), and maybe homemade squishies too.
I hope that now you two understand why i could use a gaming computer and how useful it would
be. It has so many uses I couldn’t fit them all in with the time I had. So please consider how much
i could use a gaming computer and reread all of this if you have to.
Have a nice day,

